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Gifting must be meaningful and purposeful for the recipients and givers both. The worth of a gift
cannot be judged with mere its cost, there are many other factors too that decide the perfectness of
any gift. The fashion of gifting themed items is on rise in all the age group communities. It makes the
gift more sensible. Leading online stores offer wide range of themed gift items for any occasion.
Some recently introduced items in this category are from Peace and Love theme. Have a look on
these stunning gift introductions from Peace and Love collection.

Peace Vintage Applique cotton scarf is a great addition to present age fashionable outfits. It is
designed with colorful flowers, a peace sign and hearts. The background is purple. This super soft
cotton scarf compliments the look of any dress whether it is casual or formal. The size of this scarf is
20 inches x 68 inches so it can be used to cover the face and head in winter or just to tie a knot at
front.

Imagine Peace 100% Cotton Peace Sign Pillow may be another good choice for gifting or for self
use from Peace and Love collection. This 100% cotton pillow has the scripted text Imagine Peace at
one side. A big colorful peace sign is marked over the other side. It is a great accent for any home
or room furnishing. Because of its multi color nature, it can be used with any type of existing
furnishing and decor style. This round shaped pillow comes with 13 inches diameter and can be
used even on sofas for comfortable sitting supports.

If you are looking for stunning low cost fashionable accessory to gift with your love sentiments, have
a look over Peace sign earrings. These have been hot sensation in Peace and Love category.
These are designed with orange rhinestones and brightly painted flowers over purple background.
The hangers are made of sterling silver. Each earring measures about 3/4 inches.

In case you are looking for an item to please the little one in your family or to gift it to a kid in the
community you love by heart, Truffle Sheep is the good option. It comes as set of two sheep in 28
inches size. It is handmade with skin friendly natural soft filler material and fur. This hand washable
soft toy comes in white color tone with brown combination used to mark hands, legs and mouth etc.
Even the adults like to feel its cosines. This Peace and Love soft toy will add unique flavor of
motherly love to existing decor.
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